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Description:

Butterflies - ABC & Mini pattern
(for Wash glove or pouch)
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY MARIE-ANNE RETHORET-MELIN

An alphabet and a mini pattern designed to complement the Butterflies Bathroom towels collection (see
picture).

The mini pattern (not pictured) includes additional colors so that it can also be stitched on a white
background.

You do not need to place an order for this pattern if you have purchased any of the following in this collection:
- the bath towel
- the hand towel
- the guest towel
You will indeed receive this Alphabet & Mini pattern free (chart will automatically be added to your cart).

This pattern is the final touch in the pretty collection of towels designs including a bath towel, a hand towel and a guest towel
. The mini pattern is designed to be cross stitched on any small item such as a wash glove or a pouch.
The alphabet will allow you to personalize your stitching with monograms, a name or a poetic word or phrase.
The chart is designed to fit DMC's collection of Ready-to-stitch bathroom towels. Check out our tips and information on stitching
on bathroom towels including our handy size guide that provides the formats of the Aida zones in DMC's, Rico's and Charles
Craft's ranges.
A cross stitch pattern by Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin.
>> visit Marie-Anne Réthoret-Mélin's gallery.
Number of stitches: 73 x 21 for the mini pattern (wide x high)
Chart fits the wash glove in DMC's range of bathroom towels
Stitches: Cross stitch,
Chart: Black and White with color detail
Threads: DMC Color variations Embroidery floss,
Number of colors: 3
Themes: bath, towel, bathroom, butterflies, blue, turquoise

>> see more Bathroom towel patterns
>> see all Bathroom patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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